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TREE HEDGERS
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The COLLARD Hedger is a total pruning system for orchards. 
Features an adjustable pruning system to hedge, top and skirt orchards. 
Allows growers to maximize production and reduce pruning costs. 
By reducing heavy crop set limb damage, opens middles for better 
sunlight, cleans out lower branches to reduce herbicide damage and 
allows passage of tractors without limb breakage.

ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION HEDGING TOPPING WEIGHT

P2000A-9 Hedger/Topper/Skirter
18 Blades Max. - 14 feet Max. - 11 feet 1780#

● Maximize production and reduce pruning cost with better  
 management of  your tree canopy
● Reduce heavy crop set limb breakage
● Clean your lower hangers to reduce herbicide damage
● Open middles for better sunlight - improve harvest conditions
● Hedge when you want
● Allow passage of  tractors without limb damage or operator risk
 

FEATURES:
● 7 cylinder hydraulic system which allows   
 for many different applications
● Electro hydraulic controls
● 18" Diameter S.S. saw blades are standard  
 with optional  ail knives for green material
● Requires minimum of  12 GPM @ 3000 PSI
● Designed so that blades throw much of  the  
 brush into the rows, instead of  dropping   
 into the tree canopy
● Effective trimming for both nut and fruit 
orchards
● 6 Blades SHOWN - optional 6, 7 & 8 blades  
 per side

Form #FWTreehedger_17                                                                                                                                                          

Marketed by

SPECIFICATIONS:

An almond grower who purchased a COLLARD Tree Hedger states: "The COLLARD Tree Hedger has larger diameter 
cuts than any sickle machine, less maintenance, and fewer moving parts. The blades throw much of  the brush into the row instead of  
dropping into the tree canopy. The COLLARD Tree Hedger is more convenient - able to cut how you want and use a smaller tractor that 

has a lighter "footprint" in the  eld."

13477 Benson Ave.  Chino, CA 91710  Ph:  909/548-4848  Fax:  909/548-4747
w w w . g e a r m o r e . c o m
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800 260-9949 agmag.com

Bringing Buyers, Sellers and Ag Businesses Together Since 1996

M A G A Z I N E

*21M

TM

Ag Source Magazine
    features all the 
EQUIPMENT,  
   PRODUCTS and 
SERVICES you need 
  to do the job from 
      start to finish!

Farm With Us!
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Happy New Year! As we embark on a new 
year I’m encouraged by the progress 

we’ve made and the direction we’re taking the 
association. The board of directors, along with 
Joani and her staff, are committed to positive 
change and growth heading into 2019.
Last year, the association made a call for 
nominations to all FWEDA members to serve 
on the board of directors and the response 
was terrific. We’d like to thank everyone who 
submitted nominations. In selecting board 
members, we strive to balance dealer interests 
with OEM lines and the states we serve. 

I’d like to personally welcome our new board members Brian 
Potter (Quality Machinery, California) and Brent Scott (M&S 
Equipment, Arizona). Our board now stands at nine members 
and is poised to work in synergy for the members and the 
association. 
As a board, we spent the past year restructuring and rebuilding 
the association following the failed merger and leadership 
changes. We routinely evaluate initiatives and programs to serve 
the best interests of our members and sustain the association. 
Communication is key, and it’s what the membership has been 
asking for. I fully intend on being as transparent as possible. 
The board and committees meet regularly by conference call 
throughout the year, and as a full board four times a year, to 
align the association’s objectives with the needs and desires of 
our members. 
We encourage you to reach out to us and share your thought 
on how we can better serve dealer businesses. And look for a 
communications campaign to inform and educate members on 
the many benefits of membership. 

On tap for 2019
In conjunction with our board meetings, we’re trying 
something new: Member Socials at each location, members 
or anyone interested in learning more about FWEDA is 
welcome to attend. The inaugural Member Social is tentatively 
scheduled for March 14 in Phoenix, Ariz., the site of our first 
board meeting of the year and the 2019 Annual Convention. 
This is an excellent opportunity for the board to meet with 
members one-on-one, and to share the value of participating 
in the association with prospective members. We encourage 
past board members to join us in spreading the word 
about FWEDA. Look for updates in upcoming FWEDA 
communications. 

We continue to explore opportunities for partnerships, 
sponsorships and valuable member services that also provide 
non-dues revenue to the association. As a board and staff, 
we want to make sure our partners are getting the value they 
expect, as well as providing a benefit to our members and the 
association. Look for surveys seeking your input to tailor these 
programs to your needs.
We’re reviewing and implementing initiatives to increase 
membership and provide services dealers say they want: training 
and workforce development; regulatory compliance services for 
safety and employment; an association healthcare cooperative; 
an affinity program with discounts and incentives on products 
and services; subgroups to expand voices for OPE, rental and 
other dealers; and a consumer resource to support dealership 
sales and service.  
SAVE the DATE: We’re excited about our upcoming 
convention this year at Marriott’s Tempe at the Buttes Resort 
in Tempe, Arizona. The Raven Golf Club will host our annual 
tournament. We’re putting together an agenda focusing on 
Company Culture and Leadership. 
Feedback from the 2018 convention was excellent and we 
thank all who took the time to participate and support 
the association. The 2019 conference will feature sessions 
that dealers and their staff will find valuable to grow their 
businesses. We encourage you to mark your calendars to be 
there Nov. 6-8.
Protecting the interests of our members from onerous 
legislation is paramount. Joani and her staff are at the forefront 
of the issues we face across our territory. Under Joani’s 
leadership, working with EDA and AEM, FWEDA dealers 
have successfully pushed back on legislation that jeopardizes the 
integrity of the machinery we sell and service. 
I look forward to returning to Washington, D.C., in March as 
part of our Fly-in with EDA and other regional associations. It 
was a pleasure last year to meet with our representatives from 
FWEDA states and press them on key issues affecting our 
industry. We encourage dealers interested in protecting our 
interests to join us in DC. And if you can’t make it, please reach 
out and let us know what issues concerns you.
Let’s head into 2019 with a resolution to take our association 
and businesses to new heights. With teamwork and help from 
each other we can grow together and build on the momentum 
from 2018. 
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ERIC MASON 
Board Chair

Far West hits the ground running in 2019
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At Basic Software Systems, we make our software adaptable so you can grow 
bigger, better and stronger. Our software integrates with your dealership and will 
take you into the future, lacking nothing.

ADAPT. 
GROW. 
SUCCEED.
HELPING SUSTAIN GROWTH SINCE 1979

www.basic-software.com   |    (800) 252-4476
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SAVE THE DATE
2019 FWEDA CONVENTION

Nov 5 – 8, 2019  

CONFERENCE 
Phoenix Marriott Resort  

Tempe at The Buttes 
Tempe, Arizona

March in Arizona: Join us for a Member Social

Welcome to 2019.

We’re trying something new at Far West Equipment Dealers 
Association to get to know our members better, welcome 
prospective new members and let you know what’s 
happening in the association and the industry.

In conjunction with board meetings held at locations across 
FWEDA territory, we’re planning Member Socials. The first is 
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. March 14 in Arizona near the location 

of our board meeting and the 2019 Convention.

We invite members and welcome anyone interested in 
learning more about FWEDA to attend. Dealers please bring 
your peers to find out what FWEDA is doing to protect and 
promote the interests of Far West members. 

We encourage past board members to join us at 
these socials and in spreading the word about these 
opportunities to learn more about FWEDA. Look for updates 
including time, date and place in our upcoming FWEDA 
communications. 

To RSVP, please call 707.678.8859 or email shunda@fweda.
com.

6:30 p.m. March 14, Tempe, Ariz.,  
Location to be announced 

Raven Golf Club, Phoenix, AZ

GOLF TOURNAMENT 
The Raven Golf Cub 

Phoenix, Arizona
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FW Dealer News

The previous Dealer Business 
Outlook & Trends survey 
showed dealers generally raked 
in higher new equipment 
revenues for the year than they 
had initially predicted, but 
revenue numbers for the 2019 
survey were more of a mixed 
bag. Overall, 51.3 percent of 
U.S. dealers say 2018 revenues 
on new equipment increased 
by at least 2 percent relative to 
the last year, while 25.7 percent 
say new equipment revenues 
decreased by at least 2 percent. 
The remaining 23 percent say 
revenues were flat year-over-
year.
Comparing the actual 2018 
numbers with 2018 projections 
in the previous survey, more 
dealers ended up increasing 
revenues than initially 
anticipated. However, more 
dealers also saw declining 
revenues compared with the 
previous year’s forecast. Only 
46.9 percent of dealers in the 

survey the prior year estimated 
they would increase new 
equipment revenues by at least 2 
percent in 2018, but as it turns 
out 51.3 percent of dealers say 
they are now set to meet those 
levels in 2018. Meanwhile, 17.7 
percent of dealers projected 
2018 revenues to decline by 
2 percent or more, but more 
dealers (25.7 percent) ended up 
falling within that range.
Moreover, a net 25.6 percent of 
U.S. dealers in 2018 increased 
new equipment revenues, 
coming up nearly 4 percentage 
points short of the net 29.2 
percent of dealers who in the 
previous survey forecasted new 
equipment revenues to increase 
over the next year.
It is also noteworthy that more 
U.S. dealers say they increased 
new equipment revenues in 
2018 by 8 percent or more 
than what they had predicted 
12 months before. The same 
can be said for dealers who 
saw revenues decrease by at 
least 8 percent in 2018. Nearly 
17 percent of dealers say 
revenues in 2018 increased by 
8 percent or more, relative to 
the 6.3 percent who predicted 
that outcome the prior year. 
Likewise, 11.5 percent of 

dealers saw revenues fall by 
8 percent or more in 2018, 
compared with the 6.3 percent 
who initially forecasted 2018 
revenues to fall by that amount.
Used equipment sales 
performances is a different story, 
as dealers in 2018 generally 
exceeded expectations from 
the previous year. More than 
half (51.4 percent) of dealers 
say that in 2018 their used 
equipment sales revenues 
increased by 2 percent or more, 
a significant jump from the 33 
percent of dealers in the prior 
year’s survey who predicted 
increased revenues by that 
amount for 2018. Another 
15.7 percent of dealers say their 
used equipment revenues fell 
for 2018, slightly more than 
the 14.7 percent who in the 
previous year’s survey predicted 
decreasing revenues in 2018.
Most dealers ended 2018 on 
a high note, especially relative 
to their predictions from 
the previous year: a net 35.7 
percent of dealers in 2018 
saw increasing revenues, a 7.4 
percentage point difference 
from the net 28.3 percent 
who in the prior year’s survey 
predicted increased revenues in 
2018.

North American dealers were 
asked for the first time in the 
2019 survey to think about 
the next five years and what it 
means for their mix of web vs. 
instore purchases. 

Just over 68 percent of 
dealers expect more web 
purchases of used equipment 
over the next 5 years, while 
about two-thirds (67.7 
percent) expect more web 
purchases of parts. However, 
a minority (43.5 percent) 
of North American dealers 
expect new equipment web 
purchases to increase in that 
time span, with 54 percent 
expecting the mix of web 
and in-store purchases for 
that equipment category to 
remain the same. 

Compared by country, 
Canadian dealers are 
more likely to expect web 
purchases to increase for 
new equipment than their 
U.S. counterparts. While 40.9 
percent of U.S. dealers expect 
an increase of web purchases 
for new equipment in the 
coming 5 years, 63.2 percent 
of Canadian dealers e xpect 
an increase. 

Similar — albeit less extreme 
— differences of opinion can 
be seen in the categories of 
used equipment and parts 
when comparing the two 
countries. Whereas 66.7 
percent of U.S. dealers expect 
a growth of web purchases 
in used equipment and 
66.9 percent expect the 
same for parts, 79 percent 
of Canadians forecast an 
increase of web purchases 
for used equipment and 73.7 
percent expect increases in 
the parts category.

DEALERS EXPECT SPIKE 
IN USED EQUIPMENT 
PURCHASES ON THE WEBUSED EQUIPMENT OUTPERFORMS EXPECTATIONS

SOURCE: AG EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE 2019 DEALER BUSINESS OUTLOOK & TRENDS
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AgDirect is an equipment financing program offered by participating Farm Credit System Institutions.

Andy Bustillos
California, Nevada
(209) 329-2015

Chris Kayton
Arizona, California 
(323) 312-9155

Ed Harrison
Wyoming
(406) 403-2688

Brent Young
Colorado
(620) 923-6652

Ryan Kruger
Utah
(208) 488-0322

AgDirect® was built specifically for the unique needs of 
ag equipment dealers and those who buy from them. 
Along with our simple, fast and flexible financing, we offer 
purchase and leasing options, competitive rates and ag-
friendly terms that keep customers happy and coming back. 

And nobody delivers more responsive support.

Learn why more dealers are choosing AgDirect. 
Call us or visit agdirect.com today.

Your equipment 
is built for 
agriculture. 
so is our 
financing.
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From the 
outside 

looking in, people 
are often surprised 
how advanced 
technology 
dominates the 
equipment 
landscape. 
Notebook 
computers with 
complex software 

are now the tool of choice to diagnose and 
in some cases adjust, reset or make minor 
repairs. More complex or comprehensive 
diagnostics and repairs require authorized 
providers to service machinery in person.

The tradeoff from autonomy over one’s 
machinery to increased efficiency and 
productivity gave rise to Right-to-Repair, 
a grass-roots movement of unauthorized 
repair providers who want full and open 
access to embedded software code so they 
can manipulate machinery performance, 
safety features and emissions.  

Nearly two dozen states in the past two 
years have considered right-to-repair 
legislation. So far, none has passed. 
While right-to-repair advocates claim it’s 
because corporate powerhouses squash 
these efforts, those on the ground know 
differently: a broadbrush approach to this 
issue is not the answer.

Proposed legislation to advance the right-
to-repair agenda sweeps the equipment 
industry into potential regulatory 

compliance with unintended, negative 
consequences. Far West Equipment 
Dealers Association, working with the 
Equipment Dealers Association and the 
Association of Equipment Manufacturers, 
educates lawmakers and consumers about 
these consequences. 

Right-to-Repair vs. Right-to-Modify

The right-to-repair debate involves two 
similar but very distinct issues: access to 
diagnostic tools and repair information, 
and access to software code embedded in 
machinery or in a device. 

Proposed legislation across several 
states aims for unlimited access to 
technology, software code and related 
tools to diagnose and repair expensive and 
sophisticated machinery by potentially 
unqualified and unskilled individuals. 

Despite claims to the contrary, the 
equipment industry supports a 
customer’s right to repair machinery and 
demonstrates that commitment with 
a statement of principles authored by 
manufacturers and equipment dealers 
across the country: 

“To the extent not already available, 
the maintenance, diagnostic and repair 
information listed below will be made 
available to end users through authorized 
agricultural dealers at fair and reasonable 
terms, beginning with tractors and 
combines put into service on or after 
January 1, 2021. End users will also be 
able to purchase or lease diagnostic tools 
through authorized agricultural dealers. 

Certain information and tools may be 
available earlier.”

Agricultural dealers are committed to 
provide access to:

• Manuals (Operator, Parts, Service

• Product Guides

• Product Service Demonstrations, 
Training, Seminars or Clinics

• Fleet Management Information

• On-Board Diagnostics via diagnostics 
port or wireless interface

• Electronic Field Diagnostic Service Tools 
and training on how to use them

• Other publications with information on 
service, parts, operation and safety

Proponents of right-to-repair laws assert 
that manufacturers and authorized repair 
providers deny access to these resources, 
many of which are already available. The 
2021 date offers an opportunity for all 
manufacturers to catch up with making 
these tools and technology available to 
consumers.

“They want access right now,” said 
John Hornecker, of Stotz Equipment in 
Casper, Wyo. “This is not cheap or quick 
technology to develop.”

Wyoming equipment dealers invited 
the state’s right-to-repair bill sponsor 
Rep. Hans Hunt and other legislators to 
4Rivers Equipment in Cheyenne this past 
February to demonstrate ways customers 
can access, diagnose and repair their own 

 BUYER BEWARE Continued on page 12

RIGHT-TO-REPAIR IS 
NOT WHAT IT SEEMS

BUYER BEWARE 

Joani Woelfel 
President & CEO

This is the first in a series of articles related to Right-to-Repair, a movement that seeks unrestrained access to equipment 
tools and technology. These articles address the Right-to-Repair vs. Right-to-Modify machinery, the potential impacts 
that compromise safety and emissions standards set by state and federal governments, and the ramifications consumers 
face by altering equipment.
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Equipment Trader is an industry 
leader serving sellers of construction, 
earthmoving, agricultural, lifting, forestry, 
mining, and industrial equipment and 
trailers. With more than 800,000 monthly 
unique visitors to EquipmentTrader.com, 
the company brings equipment buyers 
and sellers together. Equipment Trader 
provides innovative products to ensure 
that manufacturers and dealers generate 
connections, drive sales, and maximize 
profits. Parent company Trader Interactive 
powers lifestyle vehicle marketplaces Cycle 
Trader, RV Trader, ATV Trader, PWC 
Trader, Snowmobile Trader and Aero 
Trader as well as commercial equipment 
segments Commercial Truck Trader and 
Equipment Trader. The company has 
more than 350 employees and is based in 
Norfolk, VA. 
— Equipment Trader

Commercial Equipment group joins FWEDA
FW MeMber Mileposts

Specialty Equipment Insurance Services, previously 
known as AmTrust Specialty Equipment... 
 
NEW NAME. NEW LOOK. NEW CAPABILITIES.

Stronger than ever to support your equipment 
protection and insurance needs: 
• Extended Service Contracts
• Physical Damage Insurance
• Dealer Business Insurance and Services
• Rental and Asset Remarketing Services

Specialty Equipment Insurance Services
One South Wacker Drive, Suite 2180, 
Chicago, IL 60606

Call us at 1.800.726.5070
specialtyequipment@amyntagroup.com 

Best In The Field, 
Just Got Better.

SEI-006_MagazineAd_FWEDA_FINAL.indd   1 9/5/2018   8:34:25 AM

999 Waterside Dr. Norfolk, VA 23510 | 757.448.4723

For more information about Equipment Trader, please visit www.EquipmentTrader.com. 

 MEMBER MILEPOSTS Continued on page 16
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Nearly a century ago, in 1920, leaders 
from segments of the farm equipment 

industry, supporting industries and California’s 
agriculturally-oriented educational institutions 
established the Tractor & Equipment 
Association (commonly known as T&E). Today 
members continue to gather together for a spring 
and fall meeting each year to discuss business 
and renew friendships. Due to changes within 
the industry and dwindling support, T&E plans to 
retire as an organization at 100 years. Until then, 
the organization continues to work cooperatively 
with FWEDA and will award several $1,000 

scholarships annually to students furthering their 
education in agriculture and engineering. 

Congratulations to the  
$1,000 Scholarship Winners for 2018-2019 

• Christopher Souza – College of the Sequoias 
• Edgar Sanchez – College of the Sequoias  
• Jared Sandberg – Fresno State

BUYER BEWARE Continued from page 10

equipment. Hunt also took time to speak 
to shop techs during his visit. John Deere 
dealers 21st Century Equipment, 4Rivers 
Equipment and Stotz Equipment, New 
Holland dealer Brown Co. of Casper, and 
Cheyenne Kubota attended the demo.

“What impressed Hunt more than 
anything was finding out the 20 or so 
jobs in the dealership’s repair shop could 
be done by an owner,” said Owen Palm, 
president and CEO of 21st Century 
Equipment.

“These owners can do the repairs, they 
just choose to have us do it,” said 4Rivers’ 
Chris Miller, whose dealership hosted the 
demo. 

Palm said Hunt acknowledged the 
demonstration and discussion with 
dealers highlighted the flaws in his 
bill. The following day the Wyoming 
House of Representatives voted 12-48 to 
indefinitely postpone the measure.

Right-to-repair advocates insist that 
equipment owners should be able to 
modify machinery performance, safety 
and emissions, despite threats to state and 
federal air quality and safety standards, 
and the liability it creates for the 
equipment industry. 

In a Sept. 19 opinion piece for Wired 
magazine, Kyle Wiens, co-founder 
and CEO of iFixit, decried restrictions 
on resetting immobilizer systems; 
reprogramming electronic control units 
or engine control modules; changing 

equipment or engine settings that might 
negatively affect emissions or safety; and 
downloading or accessing the source code 
of any proprietary embedded software. 
“These restrictions are enormous,” Wiens 
said.

Wiens and others derided the California 
Farm Bureau Federation for entering into 
an agreement with Far West Equipment 
Dealers Association memorializing a 
commitment to customers to work 
together and avoid passing a law in the 
state.

“Reliable farm equipment is crucial to 
the success of any farming operation, 
and farmers have long depended on their 
ability to make repairs quickly in order 
to keep their equipment running during 
harvest and other key times,” CFBF 
President Jamie Johansson said. “This 
agreement gives farmers the information 
they need to do just that, even as 
equipment has become increasingly 
complex.”

The right-to-repair agenda contradicts the 
ideals it claims to champion: quality jobs 
and the environment. 

Manufacturers and dealers devote 
significant resources to innovation 
and workforce training to equip their 
customers in getting the most from 
machinery and technology. 

Qualified technicians employed by 
dealerships invest many years in training 
and developing their skillset to keep 

pace with the growing demands of 
intricate technology and safety features 
in today’s modern equipment industry. 
In addition to ensuring the safety and 
integrity of the machinery dealers sell 
and service, this specialized workforce 
improves the economic circumstances 
for individuals and their families, and 
significantly enhances the well-being of 
the communities in which they work and 
live.

Legislation like the California proposal 
is backed by environmental advocates 
yet the effect of any measure to modify 
embedded software permits altering 
equipment emissions and performance 
outside the standards governed by some 
states, the EPA and federal law. 

Upcoming articles in this series will speak 
to the impacts of these modifications and 
the financial and legal consequences to 
customers when they modify or purchase 
modified machinery. 

Joani Woelfel is president and CEO of 
Far West Equipment Dealers Association, 
a nonprofit trade group representing 
agricultural, industrial, material handling, 
hardware, lumber, outdoor power and 
rental equipment dealers in Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, 
Utah and Wyoming. This comprises nearly 
300 equipment dealerships across seven 
states whose contributions serve to enhance 
a healthy economy. This article appears in 
Wyoming Agriculture, a publication of the 
Wyoming Farm Bureau.
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IT’S 
  ShowTiME!

A host of 2019 trade shows attracting thousands of event-goers across the 
western states can expect record crowds this year. Set your business apart 
from the competition. 
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National Western Stock Show
Jan. 12-27
National Western Complex
Denver, Colo.
www.nationalwestern.com

Denver’s National Western Stock 
Show returns Jan. 12-27 for its 

113th year featuring hundreds of Texas 
Longhorn cattle walking through the 
streets of downtown Denver as part 
of its kickoff parade. It is the premier 
livestock, rodeo and horse show in the 
nation, serving agricultural producers 
and consumers throughout the world. 

Stock Show exhibitors occupy 900 
spaces made up of a variety of products 

including fine art and jewelry, clothing, 
household items and agricultural 
products and equipment. Trade 
show exhibitors take up three main 
buildings during the National Western 
Stock Show and Rodeo: the Hall of 
Education/Expo Hall, the Events Center 
and the Denver Coliseum. Vendors are 
placed throughout the complex where 
more than 650,000 guests mingle and 
shop.  

Unified Wine & Grape Symposium
Jan. 29-31, Exhibits Jan. 30-31
Sacramento Convention Center
Sacramento, Calif.
www.unifiedsymposium.org

Touted as the best opportunity 
to meet with thousands of wine 

industry professionals including 
vineyard managers, vineyard 
owners, winemakers, winery 
managers, marketing executives, 
retail tasting room personnel, and 
more, exhibitors at the Unified 
Wine & Grape Symposium have 
dedicated time to show and discuss 
products and services with event-
goers. 

The Expo focuses on gathering 
product information and 
opportunities to make contacts 
with a highly targeted group during 
dedicated exhibit time. Equipment 
industry highlights include 
presentations on vineyard design 
in the face of new technology and 
mechanization, and networking 
opportunities. 

PREPARE. 
Get ahead 
promoting 
your 
products and 
services with 
powerful 
images in 
social media, 
email and hashtag campaigns, 
ask attendees to vote on swag 
and enter contests to win at the 
show. Quality, name brands build 
excitement to win.

REFRESH. First impressions 
are everything. Consider new 
themes with new design and bold 
signage to convey fresh ideas that 
differentiate your exhibit from the 
competition. Consider light-up 
graphic panels or back walls.

WELCOME. 
Show your 
hospitality 
with special 
or themed 
food and 
beverages 
and a place 
to relax and 
recharge. Appeal to all five senses 
with the smell of home baking, 
colorful treats, tasty flavors and 
quirky beverages. Branded cookies 
or candy are always a hit.

FREE WI-FI. Reliable service is 
often hard to find at event shows. 
Consider providing a hotspot for 
people to check in. 

GET YOUR TICKETS. Run a social 
media or text campaign during the 
show for a raffle at your booth. Offer 
prizes like gift baskets, electronics 
or go big with a trip, piece of 
equipment or accessories.

Stand out from the crowd
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Visitors make the trip to 
GIE+EXPO (Green Industry 

& Equipment Expo) to see 
new product launches in the 
fall. Organizers said last year’s 
GIE+EXPO drew record-
breaking crowds, topping the 
last four years’ records in both 
attendance and exhibitors, 
making it one of the largest 
tradeshows in the U.S. More 
than 24,700 people from around 
the world attended, with 1,000 
exhibits spread across the 
indoor show floor and Outdoor 
Demonstration Area.

The annual industry event draws 
all segments of the outdoor 
power equipment and lawn and 
garden industry. GIE+EXPO 
is sponsored by the Outdoor 
Power Equipment Institute 
(OPEI), Professional Grounds 
Management Society (PGMS) 
and National Association 
of Landscape Professionals 
(NALP).

BE 
DIFFERENT. 
Consider 
ditching pens 
and mugs 
and put your 
brand to work with quality items — 
technology like small electronics 
and smartphone accessories, 
wellness and functional items 
like lip balm, security alarms, 
pedometers, 
adventure 
items for 
hikes or 
picnics and 
other cool 
gadgets.

GIVE BACK. Use your “stage” to 
celebrate your company heritage 
and/or serve the community, 
engage attendees to participate in 
themed activities like gardening, 
a donation box or a community 
service project at your exhibit.

GAME ON. 
Incorporate 
play and 
encourage 
movement 
to teach and 
increase 
learning and 
retention that 
assists visitors in working with your 
mission and products; interactive 
digital tools, virtual games and 
skills tests are a few ideas.

LINE UP. Create a buzz so crowds 
flock to your exhibit and stand 
in line just to get a glimpse. 
One successful example had an 
exhibitor partnering with a zoo to 
bring penguin visitors and handing 
out penguin swag. 

World Ag Expo
Feb. 12-14

International Agri-Center
Tulare, Calif.

www.internationalagricenter.com

The World Ag Expo is the world’s 
largest annual agricultural 

exposition. Held annually at the 
International Agri-Center it featured 
1,480 exhibitors on 2.6 million square 
feet of exhibit space in 2018. The 
three-day show hosted 106,700 
attendees representing 49 states and 
63 countries. 

World Ag Expo is a marketplace for 
decisionmakers to network, research 
and buy new products and services, as 
well as learning about the newest ag 
equipment, services and technology. 
More than 50 educational seminars 
take place over three days and cover a 
variety of topics ranging from irrigation 
to livestock to agribusiness.  

GIE+EXPO 
Oct. 14-17

Kentucky Exposition Center
Louisville, Kentucky
www.gie-expo.com

Stand out from the crowd
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FW MeMber Mileposts

Valley Truck and Tractor donates to 
Camp Fire Relief Fund
Thank you to Valley Truck and Tractor 
for your check donation of $12,145 to 
the SCCU/TLK Camp Fire Relief Fund. 
John Miller, Henry Miller and Marc 
Boomgaarden representing. The Camp Fire 
in California lasted 17 days and covered an 
area of 153,336 acres, and destroyed 18,804 
structures, this generous donation will go 
a long way to helping the victims in Butte 
County. 

– SCCU/TLK Camp Fire Relief Fund

RDO Equipment Co. Caters Taters
RDO’s annual Fargo-based fundraiser, 
RDO Caters Taters, extends beyond a 
one-day event. RDO has long-lasting 
partnerships with charities through 
volunteering. See firsthand how 
volunteering with Great Plains Food Bank 
made a lasting impression on our team 
members - and their families by visiting: 
http://bit.ly/2Mlvthk

– RDO Equipment Co.

Have an interesting tip, comment, question, video, photo, product, or article idea you want to contribute? Help us share the great things 
people do every day that set them and your business apart: Promotions, moves, relocations, acquisitions, community service … all the 
things that make your business successful. Send us news and information at info@fweda.com. 

4Rivers Equipment lends a helping 
hand to the ECHO Food Bank
4Rivers Equipment would like to thank 
everyone and their families who joined us Dec. 
12 to volunteer at ECHO Food Bank. Two 
dozen “elves” were there to help. 

In four hours, they sorted roughly 5,000 
pounds of food, which will help to feed 1,600 
families in Northwest New Mexico.

See how you can help ECHO Food Bank here: 
https://echoinc.org/echo-food-bank/

See how else 4Rivers is giving back, visit: 
https://goo.gl/yGYRBY

– 4Rivers Equipment

 MEMBER MILEPOSTS Continued from page 11
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FWEDA Marketing Services is an integration of our pre-approved 
professional partners engaged to step in where you need assistance. 
You will have the confidence and assurance that our partners are 
screened for quality and professionalism.

This is good news for YOU.

From the initial concept to final completion, we help identify the service 
you need, and we select the right partner to accomplish your goals. 
Whether it’s website design, marketing collateral design, commercial 
printing, or promotional giveaways, FWEDA Marketing Services will 
help you save money while successfully meeting your objectives.

Count On Us For:
• Expert Graphic Design at affordable rates.
• Skilled Website Development - basic to highly advanced sites;

content and social media.
• Printing – brochures, postcards, flyers, promotional banners and

signage, stationery, business cards, equipment labels, business
forms, and much more.

• Promotional giveaways – company branded items (pens, mugs,
magnets, etc.), embroidered or screen printed; hats, shirts, jackets,
bags and other textiles.

FWEDA Marketing
Services

Concept to Completion

FWEDA MARKETING SERVICES
fweda.com/marketing
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FW politics & policy

Blockchain technology, 
frequently associated with 

digital currency like bitcoin, saw 
dozens of bills introduced last year 
and is expected to be a legislative 
priority in 2019.
Blockchain or “distributed ledger 
technology” — the technology 
behind bitcoin and other digital 
currencies that allows the exchange 
of virtually anything of value 
between two parties without the 
need for a third party to mediate 
it — continues to be an emerging 
legislative issue.
Much of the legislation addresses 
money transmission laws to 
virtual currencies or the addition 
of such currencies to laws 
governing unclaimed property. But 
blockchain technology extends well 
beyond cryptocurrency to myriad 
business purposes and experts say 
its future rests with competing 
interests and crossing jurisdictions 
of national and global regulatory 
compliance. 
Data breaches resulting in privacy 
legislation including General 
Data Protection Regulation and 
the California Privacy Act also 
have many examining blockchain 
related to privacy concerns and 
direct information sharing.
Identifying the sources of E. Coli 
outbreaks in food production 
are among the most visible ways 
blockchain technology gained 
attention in the past few years as 
it tracks the flow of goods and 
services between businesses and 
across borders. Blockchain allows 
producers to track crops from seed 
to sale based on data most are 

already collecting. It also allows 
employers to monitor employees 
performing work within their 
companies.
In an interview with Forbes, Adam 
Jiwan, CEO of Spring Labs, a 
company using blockchain to 
improve the security and efficiency 
of the credit reporting industry, 
said his company is developing a 
network that permits participants, 
such as financial institutions, 
to directly share information in 
a highly secure, regulated and 
compliant way. “It seeks to address 
the historical obstacles that have 
prevented the direct sharing of 
information among financial 
institutions – which have had to 
use centralized data aggregators, 
such as the credit bureaus, for 
their primary sources of credit and 
identity data,” Jiwan said. “These 
centralized data aggregators have 
proven themselves to not be secure, 
and further, they represent a large 
tax on the lenders themselves who 
give away their customer data 
for free only to repurchase it in 
synthesized form. It is a pretty 
broken system in our view.”
Jiwan said the protocol can be 
applied to other industries that rely 
on information exchange solutions 
to address privacy legislation such 
as GDPR and the California 
Privacy Act.
Blockchain technology is 
poised to transform equipment 
manufacturing and the way 
companies create and distribute 
their products. It could address 
liability issues related to moving 
parts and components 

from one place to another, and 
identify whether they’ve been 
tampered with, damaged or lost 
along the way. 
“We’re seeing some problems 
related to supply chain 
management,” Nicholas Merker, a 
partner at the law firm Ice Miller 
LLP, told attendees at AEM’s 2018 
Product Safety & Compliance 
seminar. “Software and hardware 
is being intercepted, and malware 
is being placed on it. This is a real 
issue, where items you think are 
arriving without malware have 
actually been intercepted by a third 
party, and those products have 
been changed.”
AEM detailed how one company 
uses blockchain in ways that could 
potentially identify modifications 
to equipment. Project Provenance 
Ltd. uses the technology to capture 
its supply chain by assigning 
each product offering a “digital 
passport” of sorts to authenticate 
and document its origin. Project 
Provenance deploys a blockchain 
to register every step of the 
production process to assist with 
transfer of ownership and ensure 
all transactions are authorized. 
Each party in the supply chain 
uses different software to access the 
blockchain, obtain information 
and confirm the production 
process is going according to plan. 
Additionally, product buyers can 
access information by scanning it 
via QR-code or NFC technology.
Blockchain technology potential 
in the equipment industry 
includes improving supply chain 

BLOCKCHAIN TECH  
EMERGES IN 
EQUIPMENT  
INDUSTRY

 BLOCKCHAIN Continued on page 21

• Payment 
processing and 
money transfers 
• Monitoring supply 
chains 
• Customer loyalty 
rewards programs 
• Digital IDs 
• Data sharing 
• Copyright and 
royalty protection 
• Digital voting 
• Property title 
transfers 
• Food safety 
• Immutable data 
backup 
• Tax regulation and 
compliance  
• Workers’ rights 
• Medical 
recordkeeping 
• Weapons tracking 
• Wills and 
inheritances 
• Equity trading 
• Managing IoT 
• Expediting energy 
futures trading and 
compliance 
• Securing access to 
property 
• Tracking 
prescription drugs

Blockchain  
processes

EXPECT   
IT TO BE  

A PRIORITY  
WITH 

LAWMAKERS  
IN 2019
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ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE 2019 LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS?

Online training for State Net and iTrac legislative and 
regulatory tracking runs through Jan. 21 and is available 
on-demand. These quick sessions offer online classroom 
training right at your desktop. Dealer principals, HR and 
safety and compliance personnel will benefit from these 
training sessions, a benefit of FWEDA membership.  

The webinars provide the essentials for using our 
tracking services with our most recently released 
features, as well as provide a “refresher” on the valuable 
tools you already use. 
Stay a step ahead and join one of our training sessions to make sure you are taking full advantage of State Net. 

View a list of classes and register today: www.fweda.com/2018/11/are-you-prepared-for-the-2019-legislative-sessions/

• Term Searching

• Intuitive Topic 
Searching

• Analytical Tools

• Tracking Capabilities

• Local Ordinances

• Monitoring 
Regulations

• Generating Reports & 
Alert Setup

• Progress Bar & 
Momentum Meter

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS ONLY PORTAL

Log-in to our members portal at www.fweda.com/members-only

Among the benefits of FWEDA membership is our Member 
Portal featuring exclusive access to resources that keep 
you up-to-date on regulatory and compliance issues, and 
pending legislative action that has an impact on your 
business every day: Taxes, safety, dealer agreements, labor 
and employment, transportation, financing and more. Don’t 
have a login? Call 707.678.8859 or email jason@fweda.com 
to make the most of your membership. 

• Member Directory

• LexisNexis State 
Net Legislative & 
Regulatory Tracking

• Resources by State

• Dealer Laws
• Compliance Tips & 

Resources

• FLSA and UCC 
Information

• Manufacturer 
Relations

• OSHA Information

• Federal & State 
Legislative Updates

FEATURES

FAR WEST EQUIPMENT DEALERS ASSOCIATION

2355 N Lincoln St, Dixon, CA 95620 | 707.678.8859 | info@fweda.com
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1-800-495-6145
 agsales@slimlinemfg.com

559 Okanagan Ave E
Penticton, BC V2A 3K4
Canada

www.slimlinemfg.com 

Engineered for the Future

Our Turbo-Mist Sprayers are engineered to reduce cost, reduce footprint, and increase yield. 
Whether your clients are corporate farms or standalone operators, we have the models to meet their needs. 

PERFORMANCE YOU CAN COUNT ON.

SAVES TIME. SAVES MONEY. INCREASES YIELD.
Reduce Fuel Costs + Extend Machine Life  •  Reduce Blow Through + Spray Volume

Eliminate Drift + Improve Coverage  •  No More Renozzling + Recalibrating

Over 60 Years of Innovation
Adapted for 100% Organic Growers 
Models from 50 US Gallons to 1000 US Gallons
Industry Leading Warranty
Over 10 Industry-Specific Attachments
Precision Spray from 40 gallons/acre to 300 gallons/acre

We offer factory- backed OEM Turbo Mist Genuine Parts to 
support your needs and your customers. We stand behind our 
product, and offer our expertise and knowledge to help you get 
the right parts in a timely manner. 
2-Day Delivery Guarantee*

* Delivery guarantee is 2 standard business days for delivery services within North America, provided by FEDEX and UPS. 
The cost of shipping will depend on your location, the carrier chosen, and the size and weight of the product purchased.

GENUINE PARTS
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efficiency, transparency and 
accountability. Companies using 
web technology and predictive 
analytics to proactively repair 
equipment and replace parts 
before equipment breakdowns 
occur can increase supply chain 
visibility for their customers and 
other members along the supply 
chain. Transactions cannot be 
reversed or deleted so it increases 
and improves transparency. 
Drawbacks include technology 
being slow to process 
transactions. It’s tied to number 
of units, and the verification 
of transactions is incredibly 
complex. Implementing 
blockchain technology requires 
companies to invest considerable 
time, capital and resources.
Entrepreneurs and startups 
will likely be mobilized by 
ResearchandMarkets.com 
January release of its report 
“Blockchain Technology Market: 
Global Market Analysis and 
Future Growth Trends 2018-
2023, citing the growing 
demand for distributed ledger 
technology, reduced total 

cost of ownership, increasing 
cryptocurrencies market cap 
and initial coin offerings, 
growing demand for abridged 
business procedures and creating 
transparency and immutability, 
faster transactions and increasing 
adoption of Blockchain-as-a-
Service as the driving factors 
which boost the blockchain 
technology market. The base 
year for the report is 2017 and 
the market forecast period is 
2018–2023.
The report details the major 
factors influencing the growth 
of the market (drivers, restraints, 
opportunities, and industry-
specific challenge) and analyzes 
the micro-markets with respect 
to individual growth trends, 
prospects, and contributions 
to the total market. The report 
attempts to forecast the market 
size with respect to four main 
regions, namely, Americas, 
Europe, Asia Pacific (APAC), 
and Rest of World (RoW). 
The report profiles key players 
and comprehensively analyzes 
their core competencies. Also, 
it tracks and analyzes organic 
and inorganic strategies, such 

as partnerships, collaborations, 
and agreements; mergers and 
acquisitions; new product 
launches and new product 
developments; venture funding; 
and Research and Development 
(R&D) activities in the market.
The research used to estimate 
and forecast the blockchain 
technology market began with 
capturing data on key vendor 
revenues through secondary 
research, which included 
directories and databases 
(D&B Hoovers, Bloomberg 
Businessweek, and Factiva). The 
vendor offerings were also taken 
into consideration to determine 
the market segmentation. 
The bottom-up procedure 
was employed to arrive at the 
overall market size of the global 
market that was derived from 
the revenue of the key players 
in the market. After arriving at 
the overall market size, the total 
market was split into several 
segments and subsegments, 
which were then verified through 
primary research by conducting 
extensive interviews with the 
key people, such as CEOs, VPs, 
directors, and executives. 

FW politics & policy UpcoMiNg 
eveNts

4-6 March 2019

EDA 2019 Legislative Fly-in

Washington, D.C.

Equipment Dealers Association (EDA) 
is pleased to announce that they 
will be hosting a Legislative Fly-In in 
Washington, D.C. on March 4 – 6, 2019.

For more information contact:  
Natalie Higgins  
nhiggins@equipmentdealer.org

Arizona

California

Colorado

Hawaii

Nevada

Utah

Wyoming

US Regular Session 
Adjourns Dec. 14

Legislative Sessions

1/14 – 4/27

1/7 – 11/30

1/4 – 5/4

1/16 – 5/2

2/4 – 6/3

1/28 – 3/14

1/8 – 3/1

14-15 March 2019

FWEDA March Board Meeting 
& Member Social

TBD – Tempe, AZ

World Ag Expo

12-14 Feb 2019

FAR WEST 
2019 Convention
Phoenix Marriott Resort 
Tempe at The Buttes
2000 W Westcourt Way

Tempe, AZ 85282

5-8 November 
2019

 BLOCKCHAIN Continued from page 18

International Agri-Center 
Tulare, CA

The World Ag Expo is the largest 
annual outdoor agricultural exposition 
held at the Agri-Center in Tulare, 
California, starting on the second 
Tuesday of February.

The blockchain 
technology market 
ecosystem includes 
various companies, 
such as AlphaPoint 
(US), Coinbase (US), 
Digital Asset Holdings 
LLC. (US), Earthport 
PLC (UK), Factom (US), 
International Business 
Machines Corporation 
(US), Microsoft 
Corporation (US), 
Citigroup (US), Monax 
(UK), and Ripple (US).
The other stakeholder 
of the blockchain 
technology market 
include cryptocurrency 
vendors, research 
organizations, network 
and system integrators, 
blockchain service 
provider, distributed 
ledger applied science 
solution supplier, 
marketing analytics 
executives, third-party 

service supplier, and 
technology providers.
Blockchain Target 
Audience
• Service providers and 
distributors
• Blockchain application 
builders
• Customer experience 
management 
professionals
• Independent Software 
Vendors (ISVs)
• Analytics consulting 
companies
• Enterprises
• End-users
Scope of the Report
The research 
report classifies the 
blockchain technology 
market to forecast 
the revenues and 
analyze the trends in 

each of the following 
subsegments:
By Type
• Public
• Private
• Hybrid
By Provider
• Application and 
solution provider
• Middleware provider
• Infrastructure and 
protocol provider
By Application
• Payments
• Exchanges
• Digital identity
• Smart Contracts
• Documentation
• Supply chain 
management
• Governance, risk 
and compliance 

management
By End Users
• Banking, Financial 
Services, and Insurance 
(BFSI)
• Government and 
public sector
• Healthcare
• Media, entertainment
• Retail, e-commerce
• Travel, hospitality
• Transportation,  
logistics
• IT, telecom
• Others (automotive, 
education, and energy 
and utilities)
By Region
• North America
• Europe
• APAC
• RoW

HERE’S HOW THE BLOCKCHAIN MARKET BREAKS DOWN:
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Happy new year! 
I trust that 

the turning of the 
calendar portends 
hope and success 
for all of you. We 
have challenges and 
opportunities in 
store for all of us in 
2019. My personal 
“resolution” is to do 

all I can to improve industry value and 
dealer profitability in the coming year. 
If I can help you do that, please let me 
know. 
In the Nov. | Dec. article, we 
investigated managing the OEM- 
dealer relationship. This month we 
will dive into ideas on how to improve 
our relationships the wider range 
of suppliers who are not necessarily 
OEM’s, but still represent significant 
partnerships that are necessary for 
us to craft meaningful solutions for 
customers.
I wrote an article on building strategic 
partnerships in early 2018. In that 
article, I explored these relationships 
from the standpoint of responding 
to customer needs that may not be 
within your core competency as a 
dealer. There are businesses you want 
to be in and those that are easier and 
more financially palatable to outsource. 
Having qualified, skilled partners means 
that you can serve multiple customer 
needs without having to be “all things to 
all people.”
There is however another way to 
leverage your supplier relationships 
for mutual gain. Doing so can be part 
of an annual initiative to pare down 
your vendor base, increase your buying 
power, and better manage overall dealer 
parts inventory. This initiative addresses 
what can be one of the stickiest issues 
in the dealership, but it’s an issue that 
if not addressed head on, will continue 
to worsen, especially in dealerships with 
multiple branch locations. 
Reducing or consolidating supplier 
channels should be a goal in every dealer 
organization. The width and depth of 
the vendor base in most dealerships is 

always surprising to me, even when I 
was running my own dealership. Just 
look at the number of checks to be 
signed every month, it’s staggering! 
The associated costs are also significant. 
Consider how many individual tasks 
and individual employees are involved 
in the process of purchasing anything in 
the dealership. 
• Issuing the PO
• Receiving the product and logging it 
into inventory
• Tracking the packing slip
• Reconciling packing slips to invoices
• Verifying correct pricing for both 
products and freight charges
• Sending the verified invoice to 
payables
• Processing payables
• Issuing checks
• Signing checks
• Mailing checks
• Filing the paid invoices
I’m sure some of this has been 
streamlined in recent years with the 
advent of more sophisticated software, 
but it still represents significant cost, 
and the opportunity for errors is only 
exacerbated by the sheet number of 
individual invoices to be processed. The 
only way to improve efficiency in this 
process is to find ways to consolidate 
purchases using fewer vendors. Easy to 
say… not so easy to do. 
From 2004 to 2016, I ran the 
aftermarket division for a multi-branch 
dealership. Early on in this position, 
the importance of streamlining the 
vendor base was evident to me. I wanted 
desperately to use our buying power, 
and the only way to do that was to 
consolidate our purchases and use fewer 
vendors. The minute I would try and 
select a single vendor that could service 
all of our locations at a price point that 
actually leveraged our buying power, 
the branch store “phantom vendors 
“would appear. When questioned, there 
was always a special reason why the 
chosen vendor wasn’t good enough for 
the branch. The excuses were generally 

dubious. I attributed much of the 
resistance to long standing personal 
friendships between branch personnel 
and local suppliers. I’m sure the bruised 
egos of a parts manager trying to assert 
his own autonomy equally contributed 
to this condition. Most of us want our 
branch store leadership team to be well 
served, and we want to give them the 
ability to make independent choices 
that boost regional efficiency. The 
struggle over vendor selection however 
can be prodigious. 
Some dealerships have tried to deal 
with this problem by centralizing their 
purchasing at the headquarters location. 
Doing this only further alienates branch 
parts managers, and infuriates the 
service managers who were convinced 
(and rightly so) that the main store 
location doesn’t understand the unique 
needs of the branch operations.
By the way, wherever I have seen this 
tried, it’s been a monumental failure. 
Dealer principals are quick to see the 
savings they can enjoy by not having 
as many branch parts personnel, and 
the control they will have over vendor 
selection and pricing. What they 
often do NOT see are the voluminous 
errors and frustrations that are created 
due to the lack of urgency, and 
miscommunication normally inherent 
with this practice. Road technicians, 
service managers, and most of all 
CUSTOMERS are routinely irritated 
by the lack of support. No matter how 
much technology aids in this process, I 
have not yet seen a place where this is 
instituted and embraced wholeheartedly 
by either crew, or client. 
A better way to go about controlling 
and reducing the vendor base is by 
initiating a collaborative effort targeted 
at a selected number of vendor items. 
In order to move the needle on 
gaining purchasing efficiency, it will 
be necessary to first determine what 
products represent the lion’s share of 
the purchasing dollars spent (on non-
OEM items). This initiative will be 
manageable if it is pointed at the top 10 
to 20 products that you purchase from 
outside suppliers. 

Maintaining and streamlining your vendor base
By Dave Baiocchi, President, Resonant Dealer Services LLC

After MArket SAleS force

Dave Baiocchi

VENDOR Continued on page 24
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It ’s Our Business 
to Protect 

Yours®

Federated Mutual Insurance Company and its subsidiaries*  |  federatedinsurance.com 
19.07  Ed. 11/18  *Not licensed in all states.  © 2018 Federated Mutual Insurance Company

Ward’s 50® Top Performer 
A.M. Best® A+ (Superior) Rating

Face to face, eye to eye, 
delivering a modern 
level of service.

Find your local 
marketing representative
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Your list of vendor items may include 
batteries, attachments, tires, bearings, 
fluids and lubricants, hardware, 
hydraulic hose and fittings, safety and 
PPE and uniform suppliers.
Stakeholders are key to this process. In 
order for it to be effective the committee 
chosen to make the decisions must 
consist of people who are directly 
affected by the choices. You may in 
fact have DIFFERENT committees 
for differing product categories. For 
instance, you may only have parts 
management on the committee for 
purchasing lubricants and hardware, 
while you may want to include service 
managers and techs when selecting a 
uniform supplier.
The goal of the exercise is to get ALL 
of the needs on the table (especially 
from the branch stores), and give 
middle management an opportunity 
to participate in the selection process 
instead of forcing them to live with an 
enforced mandate.

Once you have 
your list of items 
selected, then you 
can choose your 
vendor candidates. 
You will find that you 
will usually have 2-6 
separate vendors for 
each category you are 
currently purchasing. 
There should be a 
list of “minimum 
qualifications” required for a vendor 
to make the final cut. That list could 
include.
• Personnel and organizational 
infrastructure to adequately service all 
branch locations
• Easily understandable and cohesive 
pricing policy across all branch locations
• Performance guarantee and clearly 
defined warranty
• Inventory or flooring programs 
• Invoice terms and early payment 
discounts
• Periodic reporting

• Incentive goals tied to purchases 
(rebates or future discounts)
Invite each vendor to visit with the 
committee and present the best offering 
to the group. Let the vendors know that 
you wish to consolidate all purchasing 
and that is why they are being invited 
in. Do this as an annual or bi-annual 
process, and I think you will find that 
you can increase your profit margins, 
satisfy branch store agendas, and 
mitigate administrative workloads. 
Being efficient is the key to survival in 
the years ahead. Having trusted and 
repeatable processes in place is the key 
to creating efficiency. Wishing you 
success in 2019 and beyond!

Connect with the right audience of buyers across multiple platforms  
with behavioral, demographic and social targeting.

Contact us for more information.

(800) 626-6409 
FastlineMediaGroup.com

Take your marketing to the next level.

After MArket SAleS force
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Data breaches 
at major 
corporations 
may capture the 
big headlines, 
but small and 
mid-sized 
businesses also 
face significant 
financial, 
operational, and 
reputational 
risks from 

cyberattacks. Unfortunately, many business 
owners believe a data breach won’t happen 
to them. In reality, hackers often see these 
businesses as prime targets. Without the 
proper safeguards in place, your business 
could suffer a data breach that exposes 
sensitive information, disrupts operations 
and opens the door to an expensive 
lawsuit.
Why Cyber Security Matters
The majority of data breaches happen to 

small and mid-sized businesses. Consider 
the following stats from a study released in 
2017:
• All 50 states have data breach laws and 
notification requirements.
• 53 percent of U.S. businesses have 
experienced a cyberattack in the past year. 
• 68 percent of data breaches were 
attributed to an employee or contractor 
mistake.
• 38 percent of hacked businesses spent 
more than $50,000 to respond.
When a business suffers a data breach, the 
fallout can be tremendous. A single breach 
can trigger a variety of financial damages, 
including lawsuits, repairs, public relations, 
and expenses related to data breach 
notification. Here are some daily practices 
you can implement to help lower the risk 
of data breaches. 
1. Use strong passwords and change them 
often. Teach your employees that the best 
password is a secure password. Require 
your employees to create strong passwords 

that include numbers, symbols, and upper 
and lowercase letters.
2. Install virus protection, firewalls and 
encryption software. Hackers can enter 
your computer network through outdated 
apps with known vulnerabilities.  
3. Limit access to sensitive information. 
Give access to sensitive data only to those 
team members who absolutely need it. 
Make sure this access is removed if their 
position or employment changes.
4. Invest in cyber liability insurance. 
Make sure your business has a full suite of 
coverage to respond to the ever-changing 
cyber exposure.
The Internet, data, and all its 
accompanying risks are not going away any 
time soon. Do your business, your clients, 
and your bottom line a favor by preparing 
for the risks before they cause serious 
damage.

— Federated Mutual Insurance Company

Cyber security is important regardless of business size

Erick Johnson, Regional Marketing 
Manager, Federated Insurance

FW Hr UpDate
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Shredders Falc’s wide range of tillers has a machine to suit anyone 
from home owners with compact tractors to the largest 
farming operations.  Built extra heavy, Falc tillers will out-
last others. Accessories include spike rotor, depth wheels, 
skids, and rear rollers.

Rotary Tillers Falc’s wide range of tillers has a machine to suit anyone 
from home owners with compact tractors to the largest 
farming operations.  Built extra heavy, Falc tillers will 
outlast others. 

Spaders
Model Tractor HP Width Digging Depth
Panda 20-35 35-48” 8”
Mini Toro 30-60 40-70” 10”
Toro 40-90 60-98” 14”
Leopard 80-180 105-165” 14”
Buffalo 100-180 122” 16”
Drago 100-240 123” 20”

Spaders incorporate material into soil better than rotary 
tillers. Spaders can work deeper than tillers without pro-
ducing “plough pan” and will run in very wet soils, such 
as rice fields.  These primary tillage implements work at 
up to a 20” digging depth.

Available in 36 to 172” tillage widths for tractors from • 
30 to 300 hp 
Heavy duty gearboxes and rotors • 
Shearbolt or slip clutch protection ensure safety for both • 
operator and machine.
Accessories include spike rotor, depth wheels, skids, • 
and rear rollers.

Orchard, Vineyard, and Row crop models.• 
Working widths from 40” to 240” for 20 to 180 HP.• 
Heaviest shredders with highest rotor speed in the • 
industry. 
Slip clutch protection ensures safety for both operator • 
and machine.
Accessories include spike rotor, depth wheels, skids, • 
and rear rollers.
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